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Ipsilateral cortical fMRI responses after peripheral nerve damage in rats reflect increased interneuron activity
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In the weeks following unilateral peripheral nerve injury, the deprived primary somatosensory cortex (SI) responds to stimulation of the ipsilateral intact limb as demonstrated by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) responses. The neuronal basis of these responses was studied by using high-resolution fMRI, in vivo electrophysiological recordings, and juxtacellular neuronal labeling in rats that underwent an excision of the forepaw radial, median, and ulnar nerves. These nerves were exposed but not severed in control rats. Significant bilateral increases of fMRI responses in SI were observed in denervated rats. In the healthy SI of the denervated rats, increases in fMRI responses were concordant with increases in local field potential (LFP) amplitude and an increased incidence of single units responding compared with control rats. In contrast, in the deprived SI, increases in fMRI responses were associated with a minimal change in LFP amplitude but with increased incidence of single units responding. Based on action potential duration, juxtacellular labeling, and immunostaining results, neurons responding to intact forepaw stimulation in the deprived cortex were identified as interneurons. These results suggest that the increases in fMRI responses in the deprived cortex reflect increased interneuron activity.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques permit the longitudinal monitoring of the brain’s reorganization after central and peripheral injury. Increased fMRI responses in inappropriate areas of the somatosensory cortex that are not normally activated in response to stimuli have been observed in stroke, multiple sclerosis, and limb-amputation patients (1–3). In rats, stimulation of a limb results in fMRI responses mainly in the contralateral primary somatosensory cortex (SI) (4, 5). However, 2 weeks after complete denervation of the rat’s limb, sensory stimulation of the intact forepaw induces fMRI responses in both the contralateral (healthy) and the ipsilateral (deprived) SI (6). Ablating the healthy SI representation ipsilateral to the denervated limb eliminates the fMRI responses in the deprived cortex, suggesting that increases in the fMRI responses in the ipsilateral SI are principally mediated through interhemispheric communication (6).

It is generally acknowledged that increases in blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI responses represent increased neuronal activity (7), and decreases in BOLD responses represent decreased neuronal activity (8–10) as reflected in local field potentials (LFP). However, the exact relationship between the neuronal activity of specific classes of neurons and the vascular response leading to BOLD signals is still not understood. For example, in addition to pyramidal neurons and glial cells releasing vasodilators, increases in inhibitory interneuron activity can enhance blood flow in the cerebellum (11) and induce vessel vasodilation (12, 13). Furthermore, increased BOLD responses in monkey SI have been attributed to net local inhibition (14). Thus, it is unclear how the fMRI responses observed in inappropriate cortical areas of human patients and rodents should be interpreted after plasticity following recovery from central or peripheral nerve injury.

In the present work, data from high-resolution fMRI, in vivo electrophysiological recordings, and juxtacellular neuronal labeling techniques were obtained to gain insight into the neuronal basis of the bilateral fMRI responses in the rodent SI after unilateral peripheral nerve injury. After limb denervation, the increased fMRI responses within the deprived SI that are elicited by stimulation of the intact forepaw are associated primarily with increased activity of interneurons with minimal changes in LFP.

Results

Functional MRI. Effects of forepaw stimulation on cortical activity were examined in rats with permanent denervation of the right forepaw and in sham-operated controls. BOLD fMRI was carried out at 11.7 T, permitting high spatial (150 × 150 × 1,000 μm) and excellent temporal (750 ms) resolution. Fig. 1A shows high-resolution fMRI group t test maps (n = 7) of sham-operated and denervated rats overlaid on echo-planar MRI images [bregma −0.3 mm according to Paxinos and Watson (15)] obtained 2–3 weeks after surgery. In agreement with previous work (6), when the intact forepaw of the denervated rat was stimulated, both contralateral healthy and ipsilateral deprived SI exhibited significant fMRI activation: 153 ± 32 pixels were activated in the healthy SI cortex and 55 ± 13 pixels in the deprived SI cortex (ANOVA, F = 11.088, P < 0.001, post hoc Student Newman Keuls comparison P < 0.05). Moreover, the magnitudes of these mean fMRI responses were greater in the denervated rats in both the contralateral healthy (5.0 ± 0.8% BOLD signal change) and the ipsilateral deprived (1.8 ± 0.3%) SI compared with the SI responses in sham-operated rats (3.3 ± 0.3% and 0.4 ± 0.2%, respectively) (ANOVA, F = 18.182, P < 0.001, post hoc Student Newman Keuls, all comparisons P < 0.05).
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Measurements of both the spontaneously active and stimulus-induced spiking of individual neurons, along with the LFP responses at multiple equally spaced cortical depths ranging from 50 to 1,850 μm below the pia mater were assessed. The response pattern was generally similar for the two groups in that stimulation of the contralateral forepaw elicited LFP responses that were an order of magnitude greater than stimulation of the ipsilateral forepaw (Fig. 1B). However, quantitative analysis of the LFP peak negative deflection, thought to reflect both thalamocortical and corticocortical inputs, revealed significantly greater responses in the superficial laminae (between 50- and 800-μm depth) of the denervated rats compared with controls (paired Student t test, P < 0.05) after stimulation of the contralateral forepaw (Fig. 1C Upper). The mean latency of the peak negative deflection of the LFP response across the cortical laminae was similar in both groups (12 ± 5 ms and 13 ± 3 ms, respectively). Importantly, there were no significant differences in the magnitude of LFP responses to ipsilateral forepaw stimulation between the two groups (Fig. 1C Lower).

Because of the discrepancy between the lack of LFP response and the increased single-neuron and fMRI responses in the deprived cortex, it was hypothesized that responses to ipsilateral forepaw stimulation might reflect increased responsiveness of a population of inhibitory interneurons. Interneurons constitute ~20% of all cortical neurons and are thought to make a small contribution to the LFP but have the potential to influence neurovasculature coupling (12, 13). One means of characterizing neurons is by the width of their action potentials (AP). It has previously been demonstrated that the APs of interneurons in ipsilateral forepaw stimulation were examined. No neurons were found that responded to ipsilateral stimulation in sham-operated rats [0 of 60 neurons (0%)]. However, in the denervated rats, 21% of the neurons responded to ipsilateral stimulation (13 of 62; χ² = 11.965, P < 0.001). Interestingly, these responsive neurons were found in the infragranular laminae V and VI. Thus, the evoked ipsilateral spiking responses differed markedly between the two groups. Although there was no significant difference in ipsilateral stimulus-triggered LFP responses, a significant number of responsive neurons could be found in the denervated cortex.

Increases in spiking in response to contralateral stimulation were also significantly affected by denervation. In the denervated group, significantly more neurons responded to the stimulus [30 of 55 (55%)] compared with controls [18 of 60 (30%); χ² = 6.136, P = 0.013]. Increases in spiking activity responses in the healthy cortex of denervated rats were found in all cortical laminae except lamina I. Representative poststimulus time histograms are shown in Fig. 2.

Because of the discrepancy between the lack of LFP response and the increased single-neuron and fMRI responses in the deprived cortex, it was hypothesized that responses to ipsilateral forepaw stimulation might reflect increased responsiveness of a population of inhibitory interneurons. Interneurons constitute ~20% of all cortical neurons and are thought to make a small contribution to the LFP but have the potential to influence neurovasculature coupling (12, 13). One means of characterizing neurons is by the width of their action potentials (AP). It has previously been demonstrated that the APs of interneurons in

**LFP Recordings.** Measurements of both the spontaneously active and stimulus-induced spiking of individual neurons, along with the LFP responses at multiple equally spaced cortical depths ranging from 50 to 1,850 μm below the pia mater were assessed. The response pattern was generally similar for the two groups in that stimulation of the contralateral forepaw elicited LFP responses that were an order of magnitude greater than stimulation of the ipsilateral forepaw (Fig. 1B). However, quantitative analysis of the LFP peak negative deflection, thought to reflect both thalamocortical and corticocortical inputs, revealed significantly greater responses in the superficial laminae (between 50- and 800-μm depth) of the denervated rats compared with controls (paired Student t test, P < 0.05) after stimulation of the contralateral forepaw (Fig. 1C Upper). The mean latency of the peak negative deflection of the LFP response across the cortical laminae was similar in both groups (12 ± 5 ms and 13 ± 3 ms, respectively). Importantly, there were no significant differences in the magnitude of LFP responses to ipsilateral forepaw stimulation between the two groups (Fig. 1C Lower).

**Single-Unit Recordings.** Given the apparent discrepancy in the ipsilateral responsiveness of the BOLD and LFP signals, the responsiveness of isolated single neurons to stimulation was investigated. All well-isolated spontaneously active neurons encountered as recording electrodes were slowly advanced through the cortex were tested for response to contralateral and/or ipsilateral forepaw stimulation. A total of 177 neurons from 12 rats (6 sham-operated and 6 denervated) were isolated. Increases in spiking in response to

---

**Fig. 1.** fMRI and LFP responses to forepaw stimulation in the SI of sham-operated and denervated rats. (A) Group averaged functional MRI t test maps overlaid on echo-planar MRI of SI activation after forepaw stimulation in sham-operated and denervated rats. In sham-operated rats (n = 7), stimulation of a forepaw resulted in significant contralateral SI activation with minimal ipsilateral SI activation. In contrast, when the healthy forepaw was stimulated in denervated rats (n = 7), both contralateral and ipsilateral SI exhibited significantly larger fMRI activation area. The number of pixels above the cross-correlation threshold was calculated for each individual rat and averaged across the group. Because the forepaw representation is slightly different for each individual rat, these averaged t-test maps may not precisely define SI representation. (B) Stimulus-induced LFP responses in individual rats, beginning 50 μm below the SI cortical surface with LFP recordings performed at 150-μm increments. Marked changes in LFP activity were observed when the forepaw (FP) contralateral to the recorded SI was stimulated in sham-operated and denervated rats. However, stimulation of the forepaw ipsilateral to the recorded SI resulted in minimal change in LFP activity in either group. Green arrows indicate stimulus onset. (C) Group averages of stimulus-induced LFP negative deflection amplitude. The amplitude of the initial negative deflection of the LFP response in the denervated rats was greater in the healthy cortex, in particular in lamina IV, when the intact forepaw was stimulated. Significant differences were also observed in lamina II + III. However, the amplitudes of the LFP deflection in both control and denervated rats were similar in the SI cortex ipsilateral to the forepaw stimulation. Note the 10-fold scale difference between responses to contralateral (Upper) and ipsilateral (Lower) stimulation (*, paired t test, P < 0.05).
Poststimulus time histograms illustrating spiking responses to forepaw stimulation. In sham-operated rats, contralateral, but not ipsilateral, stimulation of the forepaw (FP) resulted in increased neuronal spiking. In denervated rats, stimulation of the intact forepaw resulted in increased neuronal spiking in both contralateral (healthy) and ipsilateral (deprived) cortices. Green arrows on time axis represent stimulus onset. Diagrams represent site of cortical recordings and forepaw stimulations.

AP characteristics of pyramidal neurons. The averaged AP duration of these neurons was 0.70 ± 0.02 ms (Student t test, P < 0.001, t = 8.928). Fig. 3B shows the distribution of AP durations of neurons that responded to contralateral (red bars) or ipsilateral (open black bars) forepaw stimulation.

Juxtacellular Labeling. To further characterize the neuronal population responding to ipsilateral stimulation after denervation, in vivo juxtacellular labeling (16) and extracellular recordings were performed in another group of 12 denervated rats. An additional 86 neurons were recorded; 14 neurons increased spiking in response to ipsilateral stimulation. AP duration analysis identified 13 of 14 neurons as interneurons. Twelve of these interneurons were successfully labeled with neurobiotin. Cell size (11.6 ± 2.6 μm) and gross morphology were consistent with all 12 neurons being interneurons as compared with parvalbumin-stained interneurons, This corroborates and strengthens the AP findings presented above. Two examples of neurobiotin-labeled cells are shown in Fig. 4A and B. An additional 2 neurons that did not demonstrate increased spiking in response to stimulation had morphology consistent with pyramidal neurons (cell size 25.8 ± 1.6 μm, Fig. 4C).

Pyramidal Neuronal Activity. Pyramidal neurons (as defined by long-duration APs) located in laminae V and VI of the ipsilateral SI did not show a rapid, time-locked increase in spiking in response to stimulation. These were characterized with respect to the more prolonged effects of ipsilateral forepaw stimulation on firing rate. In sham-operated rats, 2 of 45 (4%) pyramidal neurons showed mean decreases in firing rate (>10%) during the period of ipsilateral forepaw stimulation. In contrast, significantly more pyramidal neurons, 18 of 98 (18%; χ² = 4.969, P < 0.05), in the deprived cortex of denervated rats showed firing rate decreases during the stimulation period (Fig. 5). A pyramidal neuron response to ipsilateral stimulation is shown in Fig. 5A. The overall mean inhibition during stimulation was 36.5 ± 4.7% (n = 18), a significant decrease in firing rate compared with prestimulation baseline (paired t test, t = 6.431, P < 0.0001, Fig. 5B). In 11 of 18 of the pyramidal neurons, the stimulus-induced
inhibition was followed by rebound excitation (firing rate increased >10% compared with baseline firing rate; see Fig. 5C, top trace) after termination of stimulation. The timing of this effect was variable, and the population response during the post stimulation period was not significantly different from baseline. The decrease in firing rate of pyramidal neurons during stimulation is consistent with increased inhibition due to increased interneuron firing in the ipsilateral, deprived cortex.

Discussion

This study demonstrates significant bilateral increases in fMRI responses in the SI after sensory deprivation. The greater amplitude and spatial extent of the fMRI responses are associated with increased neuronal responses. In the healthy SI of rats with forepaw denervation, increases in fMRI responses to forepaw stimulation are accompanied by increases in LFP amplitude and increased incidence of single unit responses compared with sham operated rats. In contrast, in the deprived SI, increases in fMRI responses are associated with minimal change in LFP amplitude and an increased incidence of single unit responses.

This discrepancy between increased fMRI responses and minimal LFP changes in the deprived cortex led to the characterization of the neuronal populations involved. Based on the AP duration, histology, and immunostaining results, the neurons showing increased responses to intact forepaw stimulation in the deprived cortex were identified as interneurons. These were most evident in laminae V and VI. In addition, some neurons identified by AP duration as pyramidal neurons in laminae V and VI of the deprived cortex showed significant decreases in firing rate during forepaw stimulation.

Through a complex cascade of neurovascular events, the BOLD response is tightly correlated to neuronal activity (7, 17, 18). Evidence shows that under normal conditions, BOLD response (7) and tissue oxygenation levels (19) are more correlated to synaptic activity than to spiking activity. In addition, decreases in cortical excitatory activity have been linked to decreases in BOLD signal (9, 10). Although information is growing about the signaling cascade that can induce vasoconstriction or vasodilatation and lead to a change in the BOLD signal [for review see Iadecola (20)], the exact relationship between specific types of neuronal activity, release of vasoactive substances, and the vascular response is still not quantitatively understood.

In the present study, we demonstrate that increased fMRI responses in the deprived cortex are specifically accompanied by increases in inhibitory interneuron activity and are unlikely due to increases in pyramidal neuronal activity. These results join a number of recent studies that have demonstrated brain regional increases in cortical blood flow that do not coincide with neuronal excitatory responses under specific stimulation paradigms. For example, increases in multiunit activity and glucose utilization have been correlated with decreased blood flow as measured with optical imaging techniques in rat ipsilateral SI after forepaw stimulation (21). Increases in blood flow in monkey visual cortex were not accompanied by increases in neuronal spiking activity during the period that the monkey was anticipating the onset of the actual trial (22) and decreases in BOLD responses in monkey visual cortex were not accompanied by changes in either spiking activity or high-frequency LFP power during perceptual suppression (23). Increased BOLD response in monkey SI after electrical stimulation of the median nerve was interpreted to reflect net local inhibition (14). In this study, the ipsilateral SI inhibition, measured with current source density analysis, was suggested to be mediated by intrahemispheric feedback inputs and not by transcallosal connections, demonstrating that increases in fMRI responses can reflect net inhibition in the intact cortex. In these cases, no specific classes of neurons were identified that might lead to the dissociation of blood flow and LFP detected. Only pharmacological manipulations of glutamate or GABA receptors (24, 25) have shown to cause dissociation of blood flow and LFP. Finally, there is precedent for plasticity-related response to loss of sensory input to cause an increase in inhibition in neuronal circuits. It was previously proposed that the increased inhibition in the visual cortex after visual deprivation can be mediated through either long-term depression of excitatory synaptic activity in the deprived cortex (26) or potentiation of inhibitory synapses (27).

Previous results suggest that the transcallosal projections play a major role in the altered responses in the deprived SI because ablation of the healthy SI in the denervated rats eliminated the BOLD response in the deprived SI when the intact limb was stimulated (6). In rats, transcallosal projections specifically terminate in laminae II/III, V, and VI (28, 29). The neurons responding to ipsilateral, intact forepaw stimulation were found specifically in infragranular laminae and not in lamina IV, which receive the main thalamocortical input. In addition, firing rates of many pyramidal neurons in the infragranular laminae of the deprived cortex decreased during stimulation. These observations suggest that increases in firing responses in the deprived cortex are mediated through transcallosal connections. Both pyramidal neurons and interneurons receive direct callosal glutamatergic input from the contralateral homologous area (29). Therefore, denervation may alter the balance between inhibition and excitation in the deprived cortex so that pyramidal neurons are inhibited through a feed-forward mechanism from the surrounding interneurons that are also excited by the callosal input (29).

In summary, fMRI and electrophysiological measurements demonstrate that after a unilateral peripheral nerve injury, both the deprived and the healthy cortices undergo significant changes in their neuronal activity. The increased fMRI response in the deprived hemisphere is attributed to increased interneuron activity, probably mediated through callosal interhemi-
spheric projections. It remains to be determined how the increased activity in inhibitory interneurons in the deprived cortex influences the probability of recovery from nerve injury.

**Materials and Methods**

All experiments were conducted in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke Animal Care and Use Committee.

**Forepaw Denervation.** Denervation procedures were reported previously (6). Briefly, Sprague–Dawley rats (100 g, 5 weeks old; Harlan) underwent an excision of the right or the left SI (anterior from bregma, 0 mm; lateral from midline, −2 cm). Each nerve was transected and the left or right forepaw was repositioned with a 9-cm gradient (4 mg/kg; Amisurin) was then injected through a Biopac system (Biopac Systems). The system supplied 2-mA, 300-μs pulses at 3 Hz to either the right or the left forepaw through two needle electrodes under the skin of each forepaw. Two hundred single stimuli (total time 66.6 s) were obtained for each measurement. In 10 rats, the last recording site was marked by iontophoresis of Pontamine blue dye from the recording electrode. Brains were sliced for verification of recording sites.

**In Vivo Juxtacellular Labeling.** Single neurons were labeled by using the technique of juxtacellular injection of neurobiotin (16) to identify morphological properties in an additional 12 denervated rats. Glass pipettes (15–20 MΩ at 135 Hz) were filled with 0.5 M NaCl and 2.0% neurobiotin (Vector Laboratories). Briefly, positive pulses of current (1–6 nA, 200-ms duration) were delivered at a frequency of 2.5 Hz through the bridge circuit of an Axoclamp 2A amplifier (Axon Instruments). The current was slowly increased, and the electrode was advanced by steps of −1 μm until the cell discharge was driven by the injected current. Positive pulses were applied for a 10- to 15-min period to obtain reliable labeling of neuronal processes. An hour after neurobiotin injection, the animal was perfused as described previously (16). Brains were cut at 50 μm by using a freezing microtome. Neurobiotin was detected by incubation of the sections in the avidin–biotin peroxidase complex (1:100; Vector Laboratories) and then in a solution containing 0.05% 3,3’-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (Sigma–Aldrich). These sections were double-stained with Nissl. In other sections, streptavidin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 568 (Invitrogen) and monoclonal anti-parvalbumin (Millipore) were detected with Alexa Fluor 488 anti-mouse IgG (Invitrogen) were used to detect the neurobiotin- and parvalbumin-containing interneurons, respectively. Stained sections were imaged by using Zeiss 510 LSM inverted confocal microscope with ×40 objective.

**Data Analyses.** *fmRI experiments. Single-animal analysis.** Analysis of the fmRI time series for individual animals was performed by using STIMULATE (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN). A correlation coefficient was calculated from cross-correlation of the unfiltered time series with a boxcar wave form representing the stimulation period. The activation threshold was set at 0.2, and the number of pixels above this threshold and their averaged amplitude in SI (15) were calculated for each dataset. The BOLD percentage change with standard deviation was obtained by calculating the average amplitude during the stimulation epoch. The average amplitude during rest was divided by the amplitude average during rest. A two-tailed paired Student’s t test was performed between groups.

**Group analysis.** Group analysis was performed by custom-written software running in Matlab (The MathWorks) and a public domain tool for image registration (http://bishopw.loni.ucla.edu/AlRIS/index). To facilitate within- and between-group comparisons and analysis, brain images of all animals were coregistered to the same axial dimension. By registering all of the EPI images to a brain template, variations in brain sizes and EPI distortions were reduced. Initially, a slice corresponding to the template images was chosen. To avoid the interference from the cortical lesions and skin, brain masks were created manually. The coregistration was performed in two steps by using automated image registration (AIR, version 5.2.5: http://bishopw.loni.ucla.edu/AlRIS/index) to minimize the SD of ratios between two images (30). To reduce the cross differences in the brain positions, each image was coregistered to the template by a 2D rigid-body transformation. The differences in the brain size and distortion were considered in the second step by a 2D affine transformation, which incorporated scaling and shearing. Then the transformation was applied to all images, including different runs, from the same animal by using windowed sinc interpolation. To combine results from individual animals in the same group, the representative data from each animal were reanalyzed by a Student’s t test.
where $\bar{b}$ is the mean signal change, i.e., the numerator in Eq. 1, and $v_{\mu}^{(t)}$ is the common variance, i.e., the square of the denominator in Eq. 1, of the $i$th animal, and $N$ is the number of animals in that group. The group t-maps were threshold by $P < 10^{-4}$ (uncorrected for multiple comparisons). The within-subject reproducibility was checked by the same method for group analysis.

**Electrophysiology experiments.** Analyses were performed by using Spike2 software. LFP waveforms were averaged with respect to the stimulation trigger (200 single stimulations) after removing the DC offset. The mean amplitude of the peak negative deflection and its delay after triggering were calculated for each train of stimuli. For group analysis, the amplitude and the delay of the peak negative deflection were averaged across rats at the same cortical depth. Spike sorting was conducted by using principal-component analysis. Post-stimulus time histograms were obtained for each neuron by event correlation analysis of the spiking with the stimulation by using 5-ms bins. For each neuron, the SD of spiking activity was calculated for the last 100 ms of the analysis of the spiking activity. Cross-correlation with CBF and BOLD measurements. Magn Reson Med 43(3):383–392.


